Plastic strapping bands & the ban

case study

Strapping band, also known as packing tape, is hard environment, they posed a significant risk to a range of
plastic tape used to secure a wide variety of packaged marine life. Cut and uncut bait bands also contribute to
goods.
plastic debris washed up on shorelines.
Strapping band found on South West beaches has three Entanglement in marine debris can cause restricted
sources: the commercial fishing industry, commercial mobility, starvation, infection, amputation, drowning and
shipping and land sources such as ports and harbours.
smothering.
Commercial rock lobster fishing activities have been a In 2003, the Australian Government listed the ‘injury and
significant contributor due to their proximity to and fatality to vertebrate marine life caused by ingestion of,
extent of operations along the WA coast.
or entanglement in, harmful marine debris’ as a Key
Threatening Process under the Environmental Protection
In 2005, after the initial Cape to Cape Beach Clean Up,
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and
community members in Margaret River (WA) analysed
has developed a Threat Abatement Plan (TAP) for the
data from the event to identify which items where
impacts of Marine Debris on Vertebrate Marine Life.
coming from local sources, and what plans could be
The TAP for the impacts of marine debris on vertebrate
created to prevent this.
marine life aims to provide a coordinated national
The first item the group decided to tackle was the plastic
approach to the implementation of measures to prevent
strapping band that had been identified as being used in
and mitigate the impacts of harmful marine debris on
the WA rock lobster industry to secure bait boxes
vertebrate marine life.
(Tangaroa Blue Foundation www.tangaroablue.org).
When plastic bands remain uncut and enter the marine
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Overview

the West Coast Rock Lobster Fishery and rock lobster vessels
transporting bait from carrier boats to their home islands in
In 2005, after the first Cape to Cape Beach Clean Up, the Abrolhos (Fisheries website).
Tangaroa Blue held a volunteer workshop to look at what
debris was collected and ways they might be able to reduce Some strapping bands of the type used on bait boxes are
beginning to reappear on beaches and it is thought that
those items from ending up in the ocean in the first place.
some vessels operating under the exemptions are not
Bait packing tape was identified as debris which was in part handling the strapping bands responsibly.
coming from a local industry source and was also an item
that they thought could be modified to reduce the chance of
it from ending up in the ocean.
There has been a decline in the numbers of plastic strapping
Tangaroa Blue Foundation, through its South West Marine
bands found on South West beaches. The following is an
Debris Project, provided data, reports and recommendations
extract from Tangaroa Blue Foundation 2014 WA Beach
on banning packing tape on fishing vessels to the West
Clean-up Report:
Australian Fishing Industry Council (WAFIC), the Rock
Lobster Industry Advisory Council (RLIAC) and the Minister Strapping band data across the ten years is presented below
and Department of Fisheries. This process began in 2005 and as the number of bands per kilometre of beaches cleaned.
a targeted Source Reduction Plan was developed based on
The number and length of strapping bands collected can be
the data.
a function of collection effort since larger areas of beach
In 2011 the Western Australian Fish Resources Management clean-ups increases the likelihood of bands being found.
Regulations (1995) updated legislation that aimed to curb
Since the overall collection effort has increased over time,
the use of plastic strapping bands used to secure bait boxes
the per kilometre approach is one way of assessing the
on vessels operating in west coast fisheries.
impact of the new legislation while reducing the influence of
Since that time strapping bands are required to be removed the additional clean-ups.
from bait boxes prior to boxes being loaded on-board
While this approach is a simplification of the data, there is a
vessels.
(Tangaroa
Blue
Foundation
website
clear downward trend in the number of strapping bands
www.tangaroablue.org)
found per kilometre post 2011 when the new legislation was
introduced.
The regulations allowed for some tightly managed
exceptions for carrier boats and tender dinghies operating in

Trends

Figure 1: Graphical representation of the reduction in strapping band occurrence since 2011.
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Conservation actions &
achievements

Stopping the flow and reducing the amount of waste
produced includes running Source Reduction Plan
workshops, school’s programs and working with AMDI
Tangaroa Blue Foundation’s main aims are to remove partners to achieve these aims.
what’s already out there, stop the flow of litter into the
In addition, Tangaroa Blue Foundation works with all levels
ocean and reduce the amount of waste produced.
of government and industry to achieve legislative and
Removing what’s already out there including collecting operational changes.
data from this activity is achieved by providing resources,
training and database access to the Australian Marine
Debris Initiative (AMDI) community.

Interesting facts
There is an interesting comparison between the different
coasts in the SWCC region.

Did you know?

For example, the Capes Coast and Geographe Bay coastal
regions adjoin each other but have very different sources
and categories of debris.

Available information
indicates that at least 77
species of marine wildlife
found in Australian
waters have been
impacted by
entanglement in, or
ingestion of, plastic
debris during the last
three and a half decades
(1974-2008) 2

Geographe Bay is the only coastal region that is dominated
by recreational fishing sources (43 percent), reflecting the
popularity of this location for recreational fishing and a
strong shore / jetty based level of fishing. (Tangaroa Blue
Foundation website www.tangaroablue.org).
The number of strapping bands recorded on the Capes
Coast are much higher than in Geographe Bay, the
beaches north of Bunbury and the Western South Coast.
The Capes Coast receives a lot of debris during winter
when the waters from the Leeuwin Current flow into the
coast backed by strong onshore winds.
A lot of commercial fishing gear is transported by the
Leeuwin current from fishing grounds situated further
north along the WA coast.

“By being able to provide evidence Tangaroa Blue has been involved in bringing
this issue full circle, ending in a positive way of removing the threat of bait bands
from the ocean environment.”
Heidi Taylor, Tangaroa Blue
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Calls to action
Despite these efforts, certain exemptions are
permissible under the law, allowing loopholes to be
exploited and certain vessels operating within specific
fisheries are still permitted to carry these straps onboard.
Recent anecdotal evidence of new strapping bands
being found on beaches in close proximity of
commercial fishing vessel moorings suggests that not
all vessel operators that that are permitted to carry
the bands are managing them responsibly. 1

to maintain a watching brief on this item.
The most effective way to reduce and mitigate the
harmful effects of marine debris is to prevent it from
entering the marine environment in the first place.
•
•
•
•
•

Tangaroa Blue Foundation recommends the Minister •
of Fisheries review the current strapping band •
legislation, and removes the exemption allowing
bands to be brought onto vessels within 800 m of the
shore.
Long term monitoring of strapping bands is suggested

incorporate understanding of debris into local,
regional and national decision‑making
improve waste management efforts;
education and outreach activities;
development of technology solutions;
anti-dumping campaigns;
reducing losses of fishing gear at sea; and
incentives to reduce debris, such as South
Australia’s container deposit scheme (which has
reduced the number of beverage containers,
the dominant plastic item in the environment,
by a factor 3. 2
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